
 1 Protective helmet (4,3)
 5 Lash mark (4)
 10 Hydro town (3)
 11 Pupil’s holdall (6,3)
 12 Absolute (5)
 13 Impales (6)
 15 Large beam (6)
 17 Signify (6)
 18 Walk lightly (6)
 20 Dishonour (5)
 23 Ready to live in (9)
 24 Neon or helium, eg (3)
 25 Daybreak (4)
 26 Long and eventful voyage (7)

 2 Adjust, alter (5)
 3 Cause to lose bearings (12)
 4 Major cricketing title (5)
 6 Trade prohibition (7)
 7 Part of a company’s image (4)
 8 Mitigate (7)
 9 Lack of a fixed abode (12)
 14 Set free, liberate (7)
 16 Multi coloured arc in the sky 

(7)
 19 Firmly fix (5)
 21 Corner formed by two lines 

(5)
 22 Heavy bang (4) 

Fill the grid with the numbers 1 to 9 so that each row, column 
and 3x3 block contains the numbers 1 to 9.

3
4 5 8

6 3 1
3 7 2 9
1 5 7

9 8
2 1 7 5
7 3 8
8 9 3

Rearrange the letters in the shaded squares to spell out a random 
word.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9

10 11

12 13

14

15 16 17

18 19 20 21

22

23 24

25 26

This issue, Monument Tools is giving away 10 
‘Best of British’ sets to lucky HVP readers.

Monument takes pride in manufacturing 
in Britain, and the majority of products 
the company produces and sells are 
#MadeInBritain.

The following products, all made in Britain, 
form the Best of British sets that readers have 
the chance to win with this month’s puzzle 
page.

First up is the Monument 2644Q 6-28mm 
Plastic Pipe Cutter. Made from glass filled 
nylon, featuring a ground blade, this product 

is great for cutting the majority of PVC, 
overflow, and multi-layered plastic pipes up to 
28mm diameter. 

Monument has manufactured socket 
formers and expanding and rerounding 
tools since the dawn of copper pipe. 
The Monument 138R 15mm & 22mm 
Combination Socket Former is a combination 
15mm and 22mm – perfect for making fittings 
in copper pipe without buying fittings.

Also included is the Monument Omat 
10in. Monument has a range of patented wrap 
around soldering and brazing pads. Versions 

include 6in, 10in, and 12in square – as well as a 
higher temperature version for use with MAPP 
gas. Originally developed by a kitchen fitter, 
these products show how Monument brings 
products to market designed by the trade.

Finally, the Monument Olive Puller 
for 15mm and 22mm compression fittings 
makes the job of removing an olive simple 
and effective. A recent addition to the tool 
includes a power tool attachment, making the 
tool even faster and easier to use. New 28mm 
and 35mm versions have also been developed 
recently.

Every month, Monument Tools and HVP will be 
partnering to give away a new, unique prize on 
each issue’s puzzle page. To enter, just send us 
your details and the word spelled out by the 
shaded squares in the crossword.

To enter this month’s competition and view the 
terms and conditions for entry, head to: 
bit.ly/HVPmarchpuzzle.

To view solutions for past 
puzzle pages, please visit: 
bit.ly/HVPpuzzlepage.
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